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“All the jobs are in London”



All the graduate jobs are in London

• About 20% of UK graduates live in London

• 22.4% of 2016/17 graduates started their career in 
London. Many of those jobs were confined to a 
relatively small area of London. 

• Starting salary for graduates in London was £24,991 
compared to £22,399 for UK as a whole

• Most people – and graduates – never work in London

• However the graduate population does seem to be 
getting increasingly urban

• REMOTE WORKING COULD WELL SHATTER THESE 
PATTERNS



“Graduates are highly mobile”



“Graduates are highly mobile”

• - 58% of graduates from 2016 went to work 
in the region they studied in

• 69% went to work in the region they were 
originally domiciled

• Only 18% of graduates went to work 
somewhere they were not already 
connected to

• This pattern is long-standing and mobility may 
even be falling

• Remote working is likely to have a significant 
effect 



The UK graduate labour market

• The economy improved significantly in July but we’re nowhere near back to where we were pre-pandemic

• The level of vacancies is running at about 50% of normal rates

• The graduate labour market has suffered significant damage, particularly in the arts – which may be the 

worst-affected sector in the UK. But things are far worse for non-graduates

• Many key graduate employment sectors – in health, social care, IT, finance– have been much less affected 

than many other areas of the economy. Retail, hospitality, travel and accommodation employers have all 

taken long term hits.



The UK graduate labour market

• Sectors experiencing less disruption are heavy recruiters of graduates 
such as health and social care. Education is also recruiting more now

• IT and financial services also seem to be holding up well but don’t 
currently seem to be recruiting much as they are consolidating and 
redeploying

• The arts have been particularly badly hit

• As have the self-employed



Where we are
• 11% of the workforce were on partial or furlough leave

• 36% of the workforce were working remotely instead of at their 
normal place of work

• 49% of the workforce were working at their normal place of 
work

• Employment of 18-24 year olds fell by 146,000 in the quarter 
May-July.



As of this week

• Vacancy rates running at about half of normal level

• Slow and stuttering improvements seen

• Health, social care, IT, education jobs have all held up reasonably well. All are 
graduate. Health has much the largest number of vacancies of any UK industry.

• Signs of pick-up in accounting and finance, law, warehousing/ logistics, sports, 
beauty, construction, parts of manufacturing (distilling, automotive)

• Signs of a two-track recovery (US economists are calling it ‘K-shaped’), with 
some sectors, particularly those where remote working is effective, recovering 
rapidly and others slowly. 



Placements and internships

• Placements and internships clearly took a larger hit than other 
forms of recruitment and employment

• But signs of adaptation

• Some universities are offering alternative assessments to curtailed 
placement years.

• Employers are shifting to digital internships and placements or 
shortening the experience/delaying start dates.



PG study 

• Prospects survey of university finalists found that almost half (47%) 
are now contemplating a postgraduate course and 29% are 
considering a career change.

• HESA data shows that there’s usually an increase in PG study during 
turbulent economic times. 

• Early indications for new academic year is of a big PG increase 
(especially teaching)



Recruitment issues

• In the years leading up to COVID around 3 in 4 businesses were struggling to fill job vacancies.  
• Low levels of productivity, increased automation and an ageing workforce will continue to present significant 

challenges for businesses.
• The introduction of a new points-based immigration system from January 2021 will increase recruitment and 

employment costs for firms unable to fill job vacancies from the local labour market.
• Firms were investing less in training and development in 2019 than they were in 2014
• Apprenticeships are highly valued by many employers, and can help to resolve skills shortages, but they are 

not the solution to all workplace training and development needs
• A more flexible and modular approach to learning would allow people whose role spans several functions 

(such as in SMEs) to gain access to chunks of accredited learning

(https://www.britishchambers.org.uk/media/get/Final%20WTDC%20Progress%20Report%20August%202020-
Brand.pdf)

Research published in late August by British Chambers of Commerce found that: 

https://www.britishchambers.org.uk/media/get/Final%20WTDC%20Progress%20Report%20August%202020-Brand.pdf


The Future

• PWC expect demand for labour to fall about 5% over the course of 2020

• Jobs in health and social care will thrive

• Low carbon workforce to triple by 2030

• Demand for digital skills and creativity, critical thinking, interpersonal communication skills 
and leadership skills more important

• Significantly more virtual working – CIPD expect number of home workers to at least double 
and 65% of employers say virtual working has had no effect on or improved employee 
productivity


